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Tuzla 01/01/2018                                                            +38761384494; predsjednik@margina.ba 

 

Dear ladies and gentlemen, 

 

I am very interested in the volunteer position currently available in the EHRA Steering Committee as 

a representative of the region of Southeast Europe. 

I was informed through the regular information process by EHRA about process , and it immediately 

attracted me because I have been looking for an interesting opportunity like this for some time. 

I have already worked and worked as a volunteer in the past, where my responsibilities are related to 

governance and decision making, as well as the development of Strategic documents and various 

policies. 

The diversity of skills required for these jobs, along with my natural leadership qualities, enabled me 

to expand and add my skills while enjoying the challenges in my hands. 

It is a particular challenge to work in a multinational team, and to improve their skills on a daily basis, 

celebrate diversity, and above all work on a very serious job that is aimed at protecting the human 

rights of all marginalized populations.  

I see my role in the Steering Committee as a great opportunity to exchange experiences, strengthen 

EHRA in all forms, because the experience I own can help both individually and in team work. I would 

focus my efforts on further promotion of democracy, transparency and the increase of EHRA. I would 

also advocate for greater participation and voice of service users. 

Volunteer work has always been a part of my life in some form or another, and EHRA is an organization 

in which I would like to be a part of it and give full contribution to its strengthening. 

Please follow my Resume for your consideration, and I ask you if you have any questions to be free to 

contact me. 

 

 

Best regards and I expect news from you, 

 

Denis Dedajić 


